Diamantides Collection on Aristides Phoutrides

[Draft box list for Reading room user, April 2003]

Box 1: Family information and his correspondence

- Robert H. Garrison information
- Copies of letters from niece Aspasia Phoutrides Poulukir; copies of family letters in general
- Correspondence: Vasileios Georgiou Spanos
- Robert H. Garrison: correspondence Re: Margaret Garrison-Phoutrides, his wife
- Photograph of banquet in honor of A. Phoutrides

Box 2: His correspondence

- Materials from Antonius Plakidas on the Aristides E. Phoutrides Scholarship Fund
- Correspondence by and about Victor S. Papacosma; some correspondence from Tselika Valentine
- Letters to and from Nicolas D. Diamantides: personal and related to research

Box 3: Essays by Phoutrides

- Two essays by Phoutrides and two letters
- “Greece Old and New” by Phoutrides with contact sheets
- more Phoutrides essays
• Tow envelopes marked “Harvard” containing photocopied manuscripts of essays?

• “Mount Olympus”, and other essays by Francis P. Farquhar and Aristides E Phoutrides

Box 4: About Phoutrides

• National Herald: 1916-1917 clippings about Phoutrides

• Reviews, newspaper clippings, copy of Phoutrides’ death certificate

• The final document of the research: “Aristides E. Phoutrides: Harvard’s Schizocardiac Scholar” by Nicholas D. Diamantides, Kent State University, from Modern Greek Studies Yearbook, v. 8, 1992, University of Minnesota

Box 5: Other authors: Venizelos, Vaka, Farquhar, Palamas


  2. “Eminent Europeans” chapter on Eleutherios Venizelos


• Vaka: correspondence about Vaka research and various essays and papers, etc.

• Farquhar: a brief one page autobiography and a list of papers by Farquhar at the California Academy of Sciences
• Athene: The American Magazine of Hellenic Thought: The 100th Anniversary of Kostes Palamas’ birth
• Copy of letter by Palamas to Maria Sarantopoulou Oeko-Nomidou (1915)

Box 6: Coulolias: Greek American Military info
• N. C. Couloias (from the Harvard Library): 1917- Greek-Americans in support of US during war.
• Elicon records and Couloias papers at Harvard Houghton Library
• “A Memorandum on Greek Affairs” and a few other loose photocopied papers
• Army Intelligence: Weekly Intelligence Summary: December 7, 1918 (no. 80)-August 23, 1919 (no. 117)